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Abstract—Static Binary Instrumentation is a technique that allows compile-time program manipulation. In particular, by relying on ad-hoc tools, the end user is able to alter the program’s execution flow without affecting its overall semantic.

This technique has been effectively used, e.g., to support code profiling, performance analysis, error detection, attack detection, or behavior monitoring. Nevertheless, efficiently relying on static instrumentation for producing executables which can be deployed without affecting the overall performance of the application still presents technical and methodological issues.

In this paper, we present Hijacker, an open-source customizable static binary instrumentation tool which is able to alter a program’s execution flow according to some user-specified rules, limiting the execution overhead due to the code snippets inserted in the original program, thus enabling for the exploitation in high performance computing. The tool is highly modular and works on an internal representation of the program which allows to perform complex instrumentation tasks efficiently, and can be additionally extended to support different instruction sets and executable formats without any need to modify the instrumentation engine.

We additionally present an experimental assessment of the overhead induced by the injected code in real HPC applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Binary Instrumentation is a technique which modifies a binary program by inserting additional instructions or by changing existing ones at compile time (static instrumentation) or at runtime (dynamic instrumentation), in order to observe or modify the execution’s flow, without altering the overall program’s semantic. This technique has been successfully employed in several fields, such as behavior monitoring [1], performance analysis [2], attack detection [3], or to alter code for supporting transactional memories [4]. Instrumentation tools like Pin [5], Dyninst [6], Valgrind [7], and DynamoRIO [8] have been extensively used in order to analyze various applications and observe their behavior.

In static instrumentation, the executable is analyzed at a certain stage during its compiling process (i.e. before or after the final linking stage), while in dynamic instrumentation some logic is inserted into the application so that, when the process is launched, the control is taken by a runtime module which alters the code during the actual program’s execution. While the latter could be regarded as a more powerful technique, due to the fact that at runtime more information is available to the runtime disassembling module (e.g. any conditional branch can be successfully evaluated), the former technique allows for the creation of more efficient executables, due to the fact that only the strictly-necessary instrumentation code is inserted in the application binary. Considering that we explicitly address High Performance Computing scenarios, Hijacker necessarily falls in the former category, although, as it will be discussed later, few additional runtime tasks are performed.

Static binary instrumentation has nevertheless some disadvantages. In fact, the instrumentation process cannot target third-party libraries, especially shared libraries. In fact, if a static instrumentation tool were to target such libraries, the resulting instrumented library would affect every executable in the system which is relying on it. Considering that instrumentation could significantly affect the behavior of the code (depending on the user needs), this approach would be non-viable. On the other hand, Hijacker offers a set of tools to redirect specific (third-party libraries) functions calls to user-defined stubs, or to efficiently wrap specific ones, thus giving the user the freedom to wisely use third-party code under controlled execution flow.

The process of instrumenting an executable poses two challenges: on the one hand, since instrumentation works on machine-level code, this process is intrinsically instruction-set-dependent. On the other hand, in order for the user to correctly modify the application’s flow (without altering its semantic), she has to manually provide the tool with the additional code to be injected, which can be a non-trivial task, since it may depend on the actual compiler, architecture and calling conventions specified by the current ABI. In order to hide this complexity away, we have specifically designed Hijacker in order to provide three main features: i) the instrumentation process is rule-driven, i.e. the operations performed by Hijacker are specified via an xml file, which instructs the tool on the specific tasks to be performed in the process; ii) the most common tasks can be performed transparently, since Hijacker comes bundled with a set of instrumentation features (e.g. target memory address reconstruction) which can be inserted into the original binary; iii) the process of instrumenting the code is instruction-set and executable independent, i.e. Hijacker performs its tasks on an internal binary representation, decoupling the specific details of the underlying architectures and therefore allowing the tool to instrument the same original high-level code compiled for different architectures.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II related work is presented. Section III describes the basic design and implementation of Hijacker. Examples of applications in HPC are provided in Section IV. Finally, in Section V we present the experimental assessment of an application instrumented using Hijacker.
II. RELATED WORK

There are several works in literature and several tools which address the problem of instrumentation. The earliest implementations of binary instrumentation toolkits are ATOM [9] and EEL [10]. They both instrument code at compile time, avoiding as much as possible runtime overhead. ATOM is targeted at alpha machines only, while EEL tries to hide the complexities of the underlying instruction sets providing abstract C++ interfaces for altering the code. On the contrary, our tool drives the instrumentation process by relying on rules provided in a xml file.

BIRD [11] is a binary rewriting platform for Windows/x86 only. This tool basically relies on the insertion of a 5-byte branch instruction in order to give control to instrumentation code, or relies on interrupts when 5 bytes are not available. This technique is similar to the one presented by PEBIL [12], although the latter tool is targeted at Linux boxes and uses function relocation allowing the tool to rely on the 5-byte branch at any instrumentation point. The main difference from our proposal is that we completely rebuild the final executable, and thus there are no limits in the amount of code which can be inserted in-place (i.e. without relying on calls to other portions of the executable)

Dyninst [6] is a tool for static and dynamic instrumentation. It can either create a modified version of the binary at compile time, or can operate at runtime. The most notable feature of this tool is the ability to perform liveness analysis on registers’ values and on flag register’s bits.

Some tools like Pin [5] rely on just-in-time instrumentation. In particular, Pin can be seen as a middleware which places itself under the original application, and at applications interrupt points it instruments the upcoming parts of the original code. Just-in-time instrumentation is used as well by other tools like DynamoRIO [8] and Valgrind [7]. The latter tool offers a very large set of functionalities, ranging from memory-management errors detection to cache utilization analysis. Nevertheless, while incredibly useful, techniques used by this tools produce a heavyweight overhead, making it not suitable for deployed HPC applications.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In the compiling process, Hijacker lays just before the final linking stage. In fact, we have explicitly decided to work on a relocatable representation of the executable because we can rely on the additional linking metadata in order to perform our application analysis and build our internal binary representation.

Hijacker’s architecture is divided in a front-end module—which provides several compatibility layers with different executable formats and assembly languages, and is able to parse xml rule files—and a back-end module—which performs the actual instrumentation operations on an intermediate (machine-independent) representation of the executable. Hijacker is open source, and is available as one of the tools released by the HPDCS research group. The overall architecture is depicted in Figure 1.

![General Hijacker’s Architecture](image)

A. Rule Specification

As mentioned before, Hijacker is a rule-based instrumentation tool. To support the instrumentation process and to leverage the user from many technical details, we allow her to instruct Hijacker via a simple xml file, an example of which is provided in Figure 2. As it can be seen, the user can instruct Hijacker to perform several actions on the executable on a per-function basis or on a global-basis.

In particular, the configuration file gives the freedom to insert manually-written portions of code (by relying on the <inject> tag). The code should be written in the target machine’s assembly language, or in a higher language for which a compiler is available on the machine, and is automatically compiled by Hijacker. Instructions to be altered are specified using the <Instruction> tag, which supports several attributes: instruction, specifies either a single (target-architecture) assembly instruction, or a (machine-independent) family of instructions, as it will be clearly discussed in Section III-B; injectBefore, injectAfter, and replace specify either an assembly code file or a specific instruction to be placed (respectively) before, after or in place of the related instruction. The <AddCall> tag allows the user to insert specific calls to original or injected functions in the code. Several attributes are allowed: where determines whether the call is placed before or after the target instruction; function specifies which function must be called; arguments specifies which arguments should be passed to the callee (as it will be explained in Section III-D); convention determines if the arguments are passed either by stack or by registers (respecting the target architecture’s calling convention). The user can specify which operations should be performed on a specific function by enclosing the relevant tags in the <Function> tag, where the function name is specified in the name attribute. We note that if <AddCall> is used within a <Function> tag, the meaning of the where attribute specifies whether the function call is performed after the function specified in the <Function> is called (i.e., the call is injected in the function’s code) or before any call to it in the executable.

When Hijacker is launched, the front-end’s XML parser module loads the configuration file and instructs the back-end’s instrumentation rules manager about the operations which will be performed during the instrumentation process.

---
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B. Application Analysis and Internal Binary Representation

In order to perform the instrumentation tasks, the original (relocatable) executable must be processed first. The front-end’s file loader module performs a sequence of tests on the executable in order to determine which executable format is used to represent the program, and triggers the corresponding executable format interpreter (among the ones registered at Hijacker’s compile time) in order to start loading the program. The first step undertaken by the executable interpreter is to check which assembly language is used to represent instructions in the executable, and this information is reported back to the file loader manager, which searches among the available disassembler engines for one able to interpret the code. If a suitable disassembler is found, this information is reported to the executable interpreter.

This modular approach allows any combination of assembly languages and executable formats for the representation of a program, and allows for high extendibility of the tool, decoupling the process of adding supports for new/additional formats and languages from the instrumentation process itself. At the time of this writing, Hijacker is bundled with an ELF format interpreter, an x86 disassembler and an x86 64 disassembler, while a PE interpreter and an ARM disassembler are under development.

The executable interpreter then starts analyzing the program and builds an intermediate representation of it which we refer to as program map. This program map is structured in sections, whose type can be code, data, or raw. The latter section describes any type of section which is not involved in the instrumentation process, and is therefore straight recreated in the altered program. The data section keeps track of global data used by the program, in terms of name of the variables (if any), their size in byte (if available), and their initial value.

The code section actually contains an intermediate representation of the instructions. In particular, the executable interpreter gives control to the suitable disassembler in order to start a linear scan of the assembly code. Each assembly instruction gets stored into a data structure that keeps the original bytes of the instruction, along with several attributes describing the instruction itself. Each data structure keeps a set of pointers to target adjacent instructions in the function, data (if any), and/or other instructions (if any, in case of branches or function calls). Depending on the actual assembly language used by the program (and on the compiler which generated the code), this process can present more or less difficulties. As an example, some compilers emit data within the code in order to support efficient execution of, e.g., indirect branches deriving from the compilation of switch cases. The disassembler module is able to communicate with the executable interpreter if, during the instrumentation process, some data segments are discovered within the instructions. In this case, the executable interpreter adds to the data section the additional data structures, enforcing the logical separation between data and code used to build the program map. Of course, this action slightly changes the “shape” of the altered program which will be produced as output of the instrumentation process, but does not change its operational flow.

During the linear scan of the assembly code, Hijacker’s disassemblers cross-check the information retrieved from symbol and relocation tables from the original relocatable program. In this way, the disassembler is able to decode instructions and organize their internal representation in functions, preserving the connection among instructions and the data, in order to produce an intermediate representation of code as depicted in Figure 3. We note that the connections between instruction-instruction (due to branches in the code), instruction-function (due to function calls), and instruction-data (due to data movement) are realized in the intermediate representation as memory pointers, rather than offsets as most assembly languages do. Considering that functions are represented as linked lists of instructions (the elements’ order in such lists is their appearance in the code, which does not necessarily correspond to the program’s execution flow), inserting or removing any instruction at any point of code does not alter the linking between objects in the intermediate representation.

Whenever an instruction is interpreted by the disassembler,
it gets marked using special flag values which describe the actual family of the instruction. The available flags and their meanings are:

- I_MEMRD: The instruction reads from memory
- I_MEMWR: The instruction writes to memory
- I_CTRL: The instruction performs checks on data
- I_JUMP: The instruction alters the execution flow
- I_CALL: The instruction calls a different function
- I_RET: The instruction returns from a callee
- I_CONDITIONAL: The instruction is executed only if a condition is met
- I_STRING: The instruction operates on large amount of data
- I_ALU: The instruction does some logical/arithmetic operation
- I_INDIRECT: The instruction works on stack
- I_STACK: The instruction does some floating-point operation
- I_MEMWR | I_MEMRD: reads from and writes to memory, while an instruction marked as I_JUMP | I_CONDITIONAL is an indirect branch. These combinations of flags can be used in the instruction attribute described in Section III-A to specify instrumentation rules for groups (families) of instructions which perform a certain action.

or any or'ed combination of them. For example, an instruction marked as I_MEMWR | I_MEMRD reads from and writes to memory, while an instruction marked as I_JUMP | I_CONDITIONAL is an indirect branch. These combinations of flags can be used in the instruction attribute described in Section III-A to specify instrumentation rules for groups (families) of instructions which perform a certain action.

C. Code and Data Instrumentation

Once the program map is completely built, the execution control is given to Hijacker’s back-end, in particular to the instrumentation rules manager. This module starts applying the rules parsed from the xml configuration file, by triggering (for each rule) the corresponding operation in the instrumentation engine.

The instrumentation engine operates on the internal intermediate representation of the executable. Whenever some rule requires a modification in a particular function, the corresponding entry is found in the functions array and the instruction's data structures are linearly scanned in order to identify the ones which must be instrumented. If the rule involves adding some instructions before or after the target one, some new nodes are simply inserted in the list of instructions. For the generation of machine-level code, the instrumentation engine asks the instruction-set assembler to produce the machine-level representation of the instruction. If the insertion of code entails the compilation of some assembly file, the default compiler installed on the host machine (\texttt{cc}) is invoked automatically. When Hijacker is launched, a custom compiler can be specified, which will override this setting.

As hinted before, whenever some rule is applied, the connections between instructions, functions and data are preserved since they are realized as memory pointers between structures. This is true even in the most complex cases: if instructions are referred from the data section (e.g. in the aforementioned branch table case) then the approach described in Section III-B had notified executable interpreter about the presence of data segments within the code. If the disassembler module was able, at runtime, to discover the presence of references to instructions, then they are replaced with memory pointers targeting the destination instructions. This approach has been shown to cover most of the code generated by standard compilers. Nevertheless, there are some cases which involve the generation of instruction addresses completely at runtime. If such a case is found, then Hijacker is not currently able to correctly instrument the executable, although we are working on making the technique discussed in [13] more efficient and suitable for HPC.

D. Bundled Instrumentation Features

During the instrumentation process, disassemblers populate the data structures used for representing instructions in the intermediate representation with all the information which can be gathered from their binary representation during the process. This information can be stored in the executable and therefore used at runtime by, e.g., user-injected functions. This is exactly the goal of the arguments attribute described in Section III-A, and the one of the bundled instrumentation features: provide the end user with some cached disassembly information in order to allow some sort of dynamic monitoring without having to rely on any kind of dynamic instrumentation.

At the time of this writing, Hijacker provides the end user with two bundled instrumentation features, namely target address reconstruction and indirect register detection. The former is a feature which allows, whenever an I_MEMRD or I_MEMWR instruction is being instrumented, to insert some additional code which evaluates by software the destination address of such instruction, and the size of the access. This information can be passed as argument of any (user-injected or not) function in the binary.

The branch register instrumentation feature is similar in spirit to target address reconstruction. This feature allows any function in the code to be called passing two arguments: an integer code representing the register which is used to execute an indirect memory access (either for reading/writing or for altering the control flow with an indirect branch), and its actual runtime value. This can be particularly useful to trace at runtime the actual execution patterns of an application, when this information cannot be detected at compile time.

E. Binary Multiversioning

Hijacker can make multiple (differently-instrumented) versions of the same executable coexist in the same image, in case more <Executable> tags in the xml configuration file are found. This facility has been successfully exploited in [13] to create differently-instrumented versions of the same original application-level program which coexist and the execution flow is passed from one version to the other.

In order to support such a scenario, Hijacker allows to specify a new entry point for the program. This facility can be used to insert, e.g., some logic in the instrumented application which dynamically selects one of the two versions of the application binary depending on the current execution dynamics. This approach can be regarded as a means for efficiently creating executables which, according to the autonomic paradigm [14], are able to efficiently react to changes in the execution dynamics by, e.g., selecting a different operating mode. The different operating modes could be realized as differently-instrumented versions of the same executable, leveraging the programmer from implementing slightly different versions of the same program, a process which is inherently long and error-prone.

From a technological point of view, whenever two or more versions of the executable must be created, the rule manager
asks the instrumentation engine to create multiple copies of the program map as the first action. Each copy will have its internal symbols renamed adding a progressive number, so that if the user wants to inject code which calls either instrumented version, she will be able to do so consistently. The data section is not duplicated, so to allow a consistent sharing of data among the versions. Each program map version will be then instrumented applying the related rules.

F. Binary Recreation

The last step in the instrumentation process is the recreation of a (relocatable) executable which can be later passed to the linker to complete the compiling process. When the rules manager has finished applying modifications to the program map(s), the control is returned to Hijacker’s front-end.

The proper executable formats generator is thus triggered in order to recreate a new executable on disk. This process entails repeatedly accessing the program map(s) in order to build all the data structures which are required by the format itself. As it can be clearly seen, this process is highly format-dependent, and the description of the operations involved would be in the scope of specifically-targeted papers. Nevertheless, to give the reader an idea, they are similar in what actual compilers do whenever they are generating a program from a set of source files.

G. Third-party libraries

The possibility to rely on third-party libraries depends on the actual behavior of used functions. In fact, as an example, if the user is instrumenting the executable to track memory updates and then relies, e.g., on standard \texttt{memset} library function, then memory updates performed by \texttt{memset} would not be tracked.

As mentioned before, there are several solutions to this problem, each one having different drawbacks. In order to provide efficient solutions to this issue, we have explicitly avoided to rely on costly runtime analysis approaches, while on the contrary we have given the user the possibility to wrap third-party library calls, by relying on a specific \texttt{<Library>} tag. In this way, the user can specify which are the external library calls which she wants to wrap, and therefore any call in the executable to them will be actually redirected to user-specified functions, in a way similar to what standard linkers allow to do during the compilation process.

IV. Applications in HPC

In this Section, we briefly highlight some application fields which can benefit by tools like Hijacker. Code instrumentation can be efficiently used in order to support memory access tracing procedures, and therefore collect information which can be used to create incremental snapshots of programs memory maps for, e.g., efficiently enforce failure recovery, or to support speculative execution. This is the case, e.g., of [15], where memory writes are instrumented for creating incremental snapshots of application’s memory map in the context of optimistic simulation.

Another relevant field is that of autonomic computing [16], [14], [17], i.e., computing systems which are able to actively react to changes in the execution dynamics due to internal or external solicitations. This is the case, e.g., of [13] or [18], where the coexistence of differently instrumented versions of the same executable is exploited in order to dynamically reselect the best suited execution mode depending on the actual execution dynamics.

Of course, this tool can be used as well in the context of code profiling, in order to detect which portions of an applications are the actual bottlenecks of the execution. In fact, the user can just maintain one single version of the sources, and write rules to inject efficient profiling routines to track the execution performance of single functions, class of functions or even single code snippets.

The problem of finding bugs in an HPC program is non-trivial, especially when in complex systems it is not possible to reproduce the problem in the development/testing phase. On the contrary, if the production version of the software is lightweightly instrumented, it is possible to trace execution and store light metadata which allow, by analyzing a core dump, to step back between instructions (restoring previous snapshots of the memory map) and find where the actual bug is. This technique, referred to as Post-Mortem Debugging [19], can be supported by instrumentation tools like the one hereby described.

V. Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the instrumentation overhead induced by the proposed architecture, we have conducted experiments on a family of configurations of \textit{Personal Communications Service} (PCS), parallely run on top of \texttt{ROOT-Sim} [20], an optimistic parallel discrete event simulator. PCS is a GSM wireless communication systems simulation model, where channels are modeled in high fidelity via explicit simulation of power regulation/usage and interference/fading phenomena on the basis of the current state of the corresponding cell. Also, the power regulation model has been implemented according to the results in [21]. Accurate descriptions of this model can be found in [22]. However, for the reader’s convenience we report below some details related to the measures which we have taken.

Upon the start of a call destined to a mobile device currently hosted by a given wireless cell, a call setup record is instantiated via dynamically-allocated data structures, which gets linked to a list of already active records within that same cell. Each record gets released when the corresponding call ends or is handed-off towards an adjacent cell. In the latter case, a similar call-setup procedure is executed at the destination cell. Upon call-setup, power regulation is performed, which involves scanning the aforementioned list of records for computing the minimum transmission power allowing the current call-setup to achieve the threshold-level SIR value. Data structures keeping track of fading coefficients are also updated while scanning the list, according to a meteorological model defining climatic conditions (and related variations). The climatic model accounts for variations of the climatic conditions (e.g., the current wind speed) with a minimum time granularity of ten seconds.

We have performed a set of experiments where each cell sustains the same workload of incoming calls, whose inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed, and whose average duration is set to 2 minutes. The call interarrival frequency to each cell has been varied in the interval between 1 and 6.25 calls per simulation time unit, thus providing increasing values of the channel utilization factor (in between 12% and 75%), and hence increasing values of the expected length
assessment of the produced instrumented binaries in more complex/differentiated scenarios.
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